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Abstract—Due to DevOps being a fast emerging way of
conducting a software development process, there are little to
no research covering how the traceability of non-functional
requirements is managed in these environments. We conducted
an exploratory case study at an IT consultant company who had
a team working with DevOps practices, interviewing the team
and collecting observational data. The results showed that there
were a lack of structure related to traceability and requirements.
Every member of the team was open to changes that could be
tailored to their current way of working, with an open mind
to process changes and introduction to new tools to make their
daily way of working easier and more structured.

Index Terms—DevOps, NFR, requirement, traceability

I. INTRODUCTION

Non-functional requirements (NFRs) are requirements that
set the standard for all the different quality attributes that will
define the end quality of the product [1]. NFRs have been
notorious when it comes to the difficulties in their traceability
because they are not always reflected in the source code,
and thus also cannot carry onto tests (e.g unit integration,
acceptance tests). Even if they are reflected in the source code,
they could be scattered and ultimately have a global effect
throughout the entire software system [2]. These factors make
it harder to conduct the correct traceability practices, which
includes established NFR traceability methods (e.g usage
of matrices, keywords, IR methods or design patterns) [2].
Importance of NFRs in terms of how to utilize them effectively
is shown by Chung et al. [3] in a context of traceability, from
the software architectural design to the design patterns where
NFRs help determine its applicability.

This thesis is an exploratory study given the lack of research
in our specific area, being the traceability of NFRs in DevOps.
As mentioned, studies such as Cleland-Huang explored the
area of traceability of NFRs [4], however this and the studies
alike were not done while having the consideration of a
DevOps environment in the scope. While this poses an issue
for us in terms of a lack of resources specific to DevOps, it
also gives us the perfect opportunity to be one of the first
individuals to look at this area in-depth.

We want our research to be utilized as a bridge between the
studies that are done in the domain of Traceability in DevOps.
([5], [6], [7]) and in the domain of NFR Traceability ([4], [2]).

For the importance of requirement traceability, research
analyzed and showed the positive effect requirement trace-
ability will have on software implementation quality [8].
Research has been looking into this for the past two decades in
regards to older types of software processes such as agile, and
have proposed solutions such as the Goal-Centric Traceability
Model [4]. While there are models and systems out there
for better managing the traceability of NFRs in practices
other than DevOps, even these models can be overwhelming
when it comes to managing traceability of NFRs. Individuals
also see NFRs as a lesser artifact of interest, which makes
them somewhat neglected in the process of managing their
traceability [2]. Looking at previous research, it is neither
clear how traceability management of NFRs is handled in the
transition from agile to DevOps practices, nor whether tracing
these NFRs in a DevOps environment is of problematic nature.
Arbain et al. [9] mentions how mishandling of NFRs cause
consequences that can be fatal for the software quality, and
that it needs to be handled.

We reached out to an IT consultant company (Company X),
which had a team working within a DevOps environment. The
team worked with developing and maintaining a system for a
customer. We managed to observe their process and collect
data which relates to a DevOps context, and successfully
got a reliable view on the team’s usage and management of
traceability practices of NFRs.

In summary, the motivation behind this research paper
was two-fold: (1) to inspect Company X in their DevOps
environment to see how they manage their NFR traceability,
and contribute to literature for future work by showcasing
current usage of NFR traceability management, and (2) to
see the issues that the team at Company X faces with NFR
traceability and suggest solutions, while also contributing
with the same reason to the literature for future work. This
created a productive agreement for both of the involved parties.



II. RELATED WORK

A. What is Software Traceability?

Software traceability is a way of managing software project
complexity that arises from the growing number of artifacts,
and is done by utilizing traceability links [10]. These links are
what connects different software artifacts such as unit tests,
requirements, source code etc. In addition, research shows an
increase in development speed and accuracy when conducting
error management with available traceability [11]. Traceability
is an area that includes several classifications, one of them
being whether the traceability is conducted in-model or across
several models [12]. These are defined as traceability links
connecting artifacts of the same level of abstraction (e.g.
requirement to requirement), and links connecting different
levels of artifact abstraction (e.g. requirement to source code
to unit test), respectively [5]. More classifications exist, how-
ever these specifics are sufficient for the current research.
Traceability tools [13] have a purpose to facilitate traceability
management, and have been categorized according to their
automation, integration and other factors.

B. What is DevOps?

DevOps is a combination of the words development and
operations [14]. A software team working within a DevOps
environment works simultaneously with both the development
(creating the software) and operations (monitoring and main-
taining the software), which by using these practices correctly
should result in [15]:

1) Continuous development, testing, deployment and oper-
ations.

2) Fast handling of incidents and errors in the system.
3) Quickly getting changes into the production stages.
4) Ensured high quality without errors due to automated

testing.
This is mostly possible through flexibility within the team and
with a heavy reliability on tool support. This indicates that the
process then becomes a lot more automated, using tools to
conduct different tasks (e.g testing, traceability management).

C. Traceability of NFRs

As mentioned by Cleland-Huang, the traceability of NFRs
is usually not distinguished from the the traceability of func-
tional requirements [2]. In their research paper they clearly
describe the methods for conducting NFR traceability. They
also describe the challenges that it brings, as well as the impact
of failing. With several examples and analyzes on different
quality attributes, they look deeper into the related software
artifacts and what kind of traceability support is needed. Their
findings acted as a staple when conducting our research, as we
were looking at both traceability methods and tools regarding
NFRs.

D. Traceability management in DevOps

This research paper aims to shed a light on the relatively
little explored area of traceability of NFRs in a DevOps

culture. As stated by Ebert et al. it is very hard to approach
DevOps practices with a cookbook style because it must be
tailored to the specific environment and project [14]. They also
mention how since the developments and operations teams are
brought together, the number of individuals who can access
-and are involved in- most of the software artifacts at any
given time also increases. This makes traceability an even
more important factor in order to evade misinformation and
misunderstandings. By this regard, traceability management
strategies also should be tailored specifically to the DevOps
practices given the specific environment and project, which
is why it gets harder to manage traceability. It is also a fact
that there is not a lot of prior research that looks into trace-
ability in DevOps in-depth. Research previously looked into
the general concept of traceability management of software
artifacts without focusing on any specific software artifact or
non-functional requirement.

Meedeniya et al. looked into categorizing different strategies
of traceability management and their visualisation while cate-
gorizing each in regard to DevOps when it comes to software
artifacts in general [5]. Research also theorized and practiced
solutions to bridging the traceability management between the
newly brought together developments and operations teams.
One such solution was the use of a SAT Analyser tool [6]
which focuses on requirements, design class, source code, unit
test and script artifacts. Examples so far look into traceability
in DevOps by looking at the connection between software
artifacts. There is not a lot of in-depth research in traceability
in DevOps, which is the reason why we decided to inspect the
traceability strategies for specific artifacts, namely the non-
functional requirements (NFRs).

Importance of NFR traceability is pronounced while con-
trasting them to FR traceability. Because of the global impact
they have on the software system as whole, and the strategic
role they play in a context of driving architectural design of a
system, they differ from FRs and their traceability [2]. By this
differentiation, they cannot be handled the same way as FRs in
terms of traceability. Just as how DevOps practices cannot be
approached with a cookbook style approach [14], same applies
to requirement traceability in a context of DevOps because as
stated, requirement traceability will have to be different for
FRs and NFRs for traceability to bring benefits.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In light of the issues and research domain stated, we tried
to answer the following research questions:
RQ1: How is traceability management of NFRs conducted
within the industry, when using DevOps practices? (Status
quo)
Status Quo -This RQ looks into the status quo of the organiza-
tion that we have been working with. Status quo is the current
way that the organization functions, without introduction of
any changes. As mentioned before, this is an area that lacks
research and collecting data from the observer’s perspective
is how this question would be answered. We specifically
wanted data surrounding the DevOps-using organization when



it comes to how they managed their NFR traceability. Data
gathered from this section helped us understand the status
quo. This understanding became the stepping stone in order
to answer RQ2 and RQ3, because in order to see what the
pain points in this organization are, we first have to see and
understand the status quo.
RQ2: From the perception of the employees in the industry,
what are the current pain points with their traceability man-
agement, and how would these be categorized? (Pain points)
Pain Points -After having an understanding of the status quo,
we involved the perception of people who work in this DevOps
environment, to understand which problems they were facing
when trying to manage their traceability strategies for NFRs.
Processing what the individuals think was useful when trying
to identify the pain points within the topic at hand, and to
categorize these points. The categorization was specifically
useful for answering RQ3.
RQ3: What are possible ways to improve the traceability
management of NFRs within a DevOps environment?
(Solutions)
Solutions -After having categorized the pain points, with
another round of contribution from the individuals in the
organization, possible solutions were presented. The benefit
of having categorized the pain points allowed us to propose
more general solutions.

We conducted an exploratory embedded case study espe-
cially for the sake of capturing the status quo (RQ1). In addi-
tion, we used method triangulation with observations (mainly
for RQ1) and interviews (mainly for RQ2) as data collection
methods. The interviews were also useful for answering RQ3,
since we had the categories that we were looking for in terms
of pain points after collecting data for RQ2 with method
triangulation. With the usage of this data from RQ2, we gen-
erated (applying the same process) a new batch of interview
questions to ask specifically about these categories and gather
suggestion solutions from the same participants. Data obtained
as suggestions were later analyzed for feasibility by comparing
and referring to current literature and our knowledge of the
status quo. We could not propose a hypothesis for testing, since
the knowledge about status quo was not available at the given
moment for us which rules out explanatory and improving
study purposes. The study did not focus on describing an
existing theory/model, and/or using it in a way to improve
the conditions (RQ2-RQ3), meaning that our study was not
descriptive. This left us with an exploratory research purpose.
The way of thinking for this logic was borrowed from [16].
Since we used multiple units of analysis (individuals, artifacts)
it will classify as an embedded case study. This was the most
suitable methodology since all of our data would be coming
from inspection without introducing any treatment so as to
not disturb the status quo, with two different data collection
methodologies: interviews and observations. We needed to
gather qualitative data with the questions ’how’ and ’why’
as our focus, as well as the status quo, which excludes several
other methodology options.

A. Research Context

Our target sample was the DevOps team at Company X,
which had five members. Unfortunately, one of the team
members were not able to participate in the data collection
and had to be omitted. This left us with four sources of
data collection. All data was collected in-person, including
observational data and interviews. Every participant had at
least five years of experience with their current system, and
were sufficiently knowledgeable of the DevOps practices, and
how their specific DevOps culture may be different from other
organizations. This reflects to the claim mentioned before that
their DevOps culture is indeed tailored to their specific team /
project. All these factors are deemed sufficient for the purpose
of this research, and so the data collected by these participants
are of value to the purpose of this study. Sampling method
used was homogeneous purposive sampling given that every
participant were of similar level of experience, and our purpose
was to work with a team in a DevOps environment which was
discussed during our first step meetings with Company X.

B. Data collection

The interviews were conducted in three phases, each focus-
ing on a different research question. Interview questions were
created between each phase while taking the answers from the
previous phase into consideration, as mentioned in the research
questions section. We decided to allow a more personalised
input by conducting semi-structured interviews, which opened
up to longer discussions. The interview questions created for
each phase can be found in appendix A. We were able to
conduct the interviews over a period of three weeks, with
one week assigned to each phase. Each interview was voice
recorded with the permission of the interviewee.

The observational data was collected by taking notes at the
daily stand-up meeting with the team at Company X. Using
a template to write notes with the categorisation of Problem,
Group, Technology, Process, Traceability and Observer com-
ments. The collected data was intended to answer RQ1 and
so help answer the other RQs as mentioned in the research
questions section. This observational data can be found in
appendix B.

C. Data analysis

All the interview data was transcribed partially manually
and partially with the help of the online transcription tool
Otter. All the manual transcripts and transcribing done with
Otter was manually inspected to ensure a high level of
accuracy. After the transcription of the first phase of interviews
we collectively decided on a list of themes for the thematic
coding process. First, using the list of themes, transcriptions
for phase one interviews were coded individually in isolation.
Later, this was followed up by a coding workshop. During the
coding workshop the emerging codes were discussed and we
settled on a code book for the phase one interviews. Following
the workshop, another round of individual coding of a single
phase two interview was done to ensure that the individual
coding had minimal differences before coding the rest of the



interviews collectively. This process was implemented to rid
the coding process of any bias or difference in opinion, which
also gives a strong inter-rater reliability to the methodology
of this study. The code book was adjusted for each phase of
interviews with the same procedure. Both the transcription and
coding process was conducted in parallel with the interviews
following phase one.

The data coded can be found in Table I to IX along with
sample quotes and what RQ they intend to answer.

IV. RESULTS

Out of the four team members that were available, all
participated in the interviews, giving a participation rate of
100%. The majority of the team was present in person during
the collection of observational data during the stand-up meet-
ings, while the minority attended digitally. The ratio of team
members attending in person and digitally was inconsistent
between different meetings.

As the first phase of interviews started, it became clear
that the awareness of traceability(definition, uses and methods)
were unclear to the team. Because of this, the focus shifted to
the individual software artifacts as they were more physical
and real to the interviewees. Therefore, the themes are all
related to the singular software artifacts, even though the
interview questions were all focused on gathering data within
our problem domain of NFR traceability in their DevOps team.
The themes are nested(e.g Process is the base theme, while
Process-Informality is a sub-theme of Process) and if data is
too general to justify a new sub-theme it was coded as the
base theme.

1) Phase one: As more information about the current status
quo was shared by the interviewees, it became apparent
that they did not follow structured requirements.
Because of this, to find out more about their traceability
methods relating to non-functional requirements,
the focus needed to shift towards the single quality
attributes and how they affected their system and
process. During the data collection of the first phase,
some data regarding the pain points were expected, even
if problems/pain points were the focus of the second
phase. There were no traceability tools in use, and the
opinion regarding the usefulness of these tools were
low, especially relating to NFRs. An example of this
can be seen in a sample quote (see Table I) from one
of the interviewees when asked about their current state
of NFR traceability: ”I’m leaning towards not there,
not thinking so much about it. Because all issues we
get seem to be about functionality ’create this report,
interface to this new system’ also in the service desk,
’this is not working.’ You can see the behaviour it’s
rarely about anything leaning towards non functional
requirements at least.” This indicates that while most
of the focus lies on functional requirements, the
management of quality attributes such as availability,
performance and maintainability of the system still
posed a problem within the process. In addition, these

quality attributes listed in the themes in tables I, II,
and III was mostly handled by the ”service desk” side
of their DevOps process without a classification of
”quality attribute issues”. If an issue appeared in the
service desk (which is operations heavy in comparison
to development), it was most likely to be an issue
related to the listed quality attributes.

Since there was no explicit traceability links in place,
in the case that a similar quality attribute issue was
repeated some time later, manual effort into finding
the relating past issues was among the listed strategies.
The team did involve a Wiki, more documentation,
and comments around Jira issues, which made this
manageable to the extent that it is at the current state.
Since the team did not have any structured NFRs,
the traceability of these quality attributes were near
non-existent, with only Jira issues and test cases as
possible trace links. There was a lot of collected data
that was irrelevant in relation to the current research
topic of traceability of NFRs within DevOps, but as
the data would still prove useful to answer RQ3 and
for the overall context of possible changes in the
future, this data still acted as a description of the
status quo. During the phase one interviews which
was about status quo, the most repeated theme was
Process (P), with a total of 30 occurrences. Second
was Process-Service Desk(P-SD) with 12 and third was
quality Attributes-Performance(QA-P) with 10. Some
themes were not mentioned during this phase, like
(PP-QA), (NFR) and (PP-R). The themes Problems/Pain
Points(PP) and Quality Attributes(PP) also had zero
appearances, however this was expected since these
are parent themes that have numerous nested themes
that did get a higher frequency (see Table I, II & III).
This phase overall gave us a decent idea of the current
process applied in the team looks like, and how we
can use this for the upcoming phases. Simultaneously
with the interview data, observational data gave us the
more natural insight to the ways that the team works
and what they do in a day. For this, see the Process
and Group sections in raw data on observations in the
appendix B. Combining the observational and interview
data, a clear picture of the status quo was achieved.

2) Phase two: During the second phase of interviews,
the focus shifted more towards the problems and pain
points of the teams’ traceability of NFRs. As previously
discovered during phase one, the traceability practices
were basically non-existent. However, according to the
team their current way of working was sufficient for
completing their tasks. The theme with the highest
frequency from the results was Problems/Pain Points-
Existing Code Structure(PP-ECS). Any changes to this
very old system that the team could implement were
very limited, due to them not having access to the



TABLE I
PHASE 1 CODEBOOK I

Target RQ Theme Code Frequency Description Example Quote

RQ2 Problems/Pain Points PP - This theme is the top level theme for the
general expressions of hardships / issues
within the system as a whole.

RQ2 Insufficient Tests PP-IT 4 This sub-theme of Pain Points relates to
the topic of testing, with a focus on the
insufficiency of tests as a trace link.

Of course, it’s like, sometimes we
have to look through which changes
may have caused this. But I I don’t
think that’s the big issue. The big
issue is, we don’t have enough good
test cases.

RQ2 Code to code traceability PP-CCT 8 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to traceability in the source
code level, from a source code artifact to
another or vice-versa.

I mean in the application sense it’s
one big application that does a lot
of things with a lot of different lan-
guages and everything, meaning that
everything affects everything. So it’s
very hard to trace anything, very hard
to simplify anything and it’s very
hard to do anything about it. The
core isn’t ours so that doesn’t help
either.

RQ2 Existing Code Structure PP-ECS 9 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to the existing structure of
the system, and how the complexity of the
system creates problems within the domain
of traceability of NFRs.

Yes. I think one problem is that we
maintain a solution that someone else
has made for us, so we don’t have
full ownership of the code. And a big
part of it is a black box. That’s what
we have to live with.

RQ2 Development Process PP-DP 6 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to daily way of working and
development within the system.

A lot of it is also waiting for new
product updates so a lot of issues
are waiting so we need to do the
update and check them again so it’s
not perfect.

RQ2 Informality PP-DP-I 6 This sub-sub-theme covers the expressions
of issues sourced to the informality of the
way of working within the development
process in general.

Even though its not explicitly stated.
Its very noticeable when its messed
up.

RQ2 Organizational PP-O 6 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to the management and com-
pany level issues / human aspect.

We don’t have that much time to, we
don’t have that much time and not
even that much money to do so.

RQ2 NFR Traceability PP-NFRT 2 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to the traceability on the
requirements level, specifically the non-
functional requirements.

I’m leaning towards not there, not
thinking so much about it. Because
all issues we get seem to be about
functionality “create this report, in-
terface to this new system” also in
the service desk, “this is not work-
ing.”. You can see the behaviour
it’s rarely about anything leaning to-
wards non functional requirements at
least.

RQ2 Customer Feedback PP-CF 2 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to the feedback loop between
the development and customer comments on
the updates / improvements.

I guess that depends but unfortu-
nately it is the customer that finds
the problems because we don’t know
their system as well as they do and
we don’t look as much as they do.

RQ2 Service Desk PP-CF-SD 2 This sub-sub-theme covers the expressions
of issues relating to the feedback loop spe-
cific to the customer desk segment of the
process where the customer issues are han-
dled.

[...] some things are slow and some-
times we have to either improve it or
make them understand why it’s slow.

RQ2 Motivation PP-M 2 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to personal comments from
participants where motivation was the driver
of the said issues.

I feel some people tend not to take
the tasks from the board as much as
they could.

RQ2 Locating Errors PP-LE 2 This sub-theme covers the expressions of is-
sues relating to searching and finding pieces
of code in the source code to see where
a specific error is sourced to within the
system.

It’s a slow system and it’s big and
quite monolithic and we don’t have
the hosting so we have not so much
influence over it and the code is hard
to pinpoint where it’s slow.

The codes that have a ’-’ symbol mean that each ’-’ represents a branch of the previous code.



TABLE II
PHASE 1 CODEBOOK II

Target RQ Theme Code Frequency Description Example Quote

RQ1 Traceability T - This theme is the top level theme for ex-
pressions of different types and links of
traceability within Company X’s process
and software system.

-

RQ1 General T-G 1 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
traceability in a general sense without a
specific trace link.

[...] between the documentation and
the code documentation and the
tests and the documentation and the
changes, and the documentation and
the process.

RQ1 Code to tests T-CT 1 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
traceability on two different abstraction lev-
els, from source code to the test cases or
vice-versa.

The source code and test cases. . .
connected in some sense of course.
Usually we put test cases in a folder
named after the Jira issue so that the
test cases should test the functional-
ity in that Jira issue.

RQ1 In DevOps T-ID 7 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
traceability within the process level, namely
DevOps which is the case at hand.

We always discuss it if it is likely
to affect something important, but
not in any official sense, its very
informal. Every issue is tagged with
systems that are affected or involved
so in some sense it gives an idea of
what the change affects.

RQ1 Tooling T-T 6 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
traceability methods that are achieved by
tooling i.e. using software to help with
traceability.

It’s so most of the behave test or
all of them, I think they kind of
come from a specific issue where
a can acceptance automated accep-
tance test has been written as part of
the development process. So in that
sense, it’s directly connected.

RQ1 Requirement to requirement T-RR 3 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
traceability in the level of requirement spec-
ification, and the ability of being able to
link different requirements on specific sets
of rules.

I make sure to put comments or
change descriptions in here to make
it searchable in a in a better fashion.
So we I think we are kind of good
at figuring out if this issue has been
seen before.

RQ1 Process P - This theme is the top level theme for ex-
pressions relating to the process at Company
X, namely DevOps practices and culture
specific to Company X.

RQ1 General P-G 30 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
the DevOps process specific to Company X

Yeah we rotate, in this excel sheet it’s
clearly stated who should be in the
sprint and who should be in support.

RQ1 Service Desk (Ops) P-SD 12 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
the Ops end of the DevOps spectrum and
the way of working on that area specific to
Company X.

Before the pandemic I used to do
24/7 technical support as well, as
some people do in the project.

RQ1 Customer Feedback P-CF 3 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
the way that the customer feedback is han-
dled specific to Company X

If it is very important and urgent they
need to call to make sure that we are
aware of it.

RQ1 Change Request (Dev) P-CR 5 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
the Dev end of the DevOps spectrum and
the way of working on that area specific to
Company X.

Normally we don’t ask people, we
just pick this task from the Jira
board, we organise it from top to
bottom, we have this priority, this is
the change request.

RQ1 Testing P-T 5 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
the effort made on testing within Company
X’s process.

So we at least try to write some
test cases for things that are very
important and a lot of things affect
so we make sure that it works, like
the briefing time or rest time between
flights. Quite basic things that are
very important and there’s a lot of
things that affect them.

The codes that have a ’-’ symbol mean that each ’-’ represents a branch of the previous code.



TABLE III
PHASE 1 CODEBOOK III

Target RQ Theme Code Frequency Description Example Quote

RQ1 Quality Attributes QA - This theme is the top level theme for ex-
pressions relating to the way that quality
attributes are handled and pose themselves
as.

RQ1 Maintainability QA-M 2 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
maintainability as a quality attribute.

And a lot of tests is bad for maintain-
ability. So it’s, it’s a compromise.

RQ1 Availability QA-A 8 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
availability as a quality attribute.

We have a requirement that it should
work basically all the time.

RQ1 Performance QA-P 10 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
performance as a quality attribute.

So we do have some performance is-
sues that actually affects the usability
of the system.

RQ1 Usability QA-U 2 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
usability as a quality attribute.

Usability wise, its kind of a spe-
cialized system by people who are
experts in their field on the client
side, so I wouldn’t say it’s that big a
part of the project.

RQ1 Security QA-S 3 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
security as a quality attribute.

Sometimes we check security issues
if they affect us [...].

RQ1 Reliability QA-R 2 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
reliability as a quality attribute.

So there is always this reliability [...].

RQ3 Improvement Suggestion IS 7 This theme covers the expressions con-
sciously made by participants where they
express a suggestion for an improvement
within the system at any level.

Well yeah now we’re mostly talking
about more Ops side of things but
that would mostly be in the Dev side
of DevOps I would say. Yeah, that
would be useful, we have made some
scripting effort in that area as well...

RQ1 Experience E 7 This theme covers the expressions of senior-
ity and its effects at any given level in the
system and process.

But take that with a grain of salt,
because I’m the one that’s been in
this product the longest. I don’t have
that new hire perspective.

RQ1 System Specification SS 1 This theme covers the expressions made to
define the software system.

So basically all of the business rules
and much of the development we do
is done in a domain specific lan-
guage called Rave, which basically
implements different calculations on
schedules and times for crew.

The codes that have a ’-’ symbol mean that each ’-’ represents a branch of the previous code.

system core. During one of the interviews, the quote
”And a big part of it is a black box.” was collected
when describing the system. This made it very hard for
the team to implement any ALM (application life-cycle
management) traceability tools or other significant
ways to manage trace links across the whole system.
Another reoccurring problem during the interviews
was the speed of the system. The system was often
perceived as slow, and when an implemented change
to the system was made that impacted the performance
negatively, the lack of traceability practices in place
made the effort to locate the cause of the problem
very demanding. This can be seen in the theme
Problems/Pain Points-Locating Errors (PP-LE) in Table
V. This further implies that the lack of traceability of
NFRs (or quality attributes in this case) are causing
major issues, even if the team would not categorize
this as a traceability issue unprompted. Other problems
like inefficient testing, neglected documentation and
requirement structure were mentioned, which could
all imply a relation to their lack of traceability practices.

As shown in Table IV, V & VI, there were several codes
with high frequency in phase two which was about
the pain points. Among the most repeated codes were
Problem/Pain Point-Existing Code Structure(PP-ECS)
with 12 appearances, System Specifications(SS) with
11 appearances and Process(P) and Experience(E)
with eight appearances. Seven different themes
had zero appearances in this phase. Focusing on
pain points, the most repeated themes specific to
that area were Problem/Pain Point-Development
Process-Informality(PP-DP-I) with seven, Problem/Pain
Point-Locating Errors(PP-LE) and Problem/Pain Point-
Code to Code Traceability(PP-CCT) with six, and
Problem/Pain Point-Quality Attributes-Performance(PP-
QA-P) with a frequency of six. These metrics were
especially useful to define the questions and areas
of problems for suggesting solutions for phase 3.
The areas within Problem/Pain Point that were not
mentioned in this section can all be found in the same
table, they were all taken into account according to the
frequency. From the same set of data, it is possible
to see that the most problematic quality attribute to



handle for the team was performance (PP-QA-P), which
corresponds to the observational data where most of
the problems discussed were about the performance of
the system (e.g. rises in ping, heavy server loads, etc.).
It is also possible to see from the observational data
that no entries to Traceability section were made since
there was no explicit discussions about traceability.
This corresponds with the frequency rate of the theme
Problem/Pain Point-Code to Code Traceability (PP-
CCT) where participants perceived the area of code to
code traceability as a pain point when asked questions
about it, since there was no discussions about it in the
daily stand-up meetings.

3) Phase three: The third phase was focused around
improvements to the team’s current traceability
practices regarding NFRs. Results show that the
interviewees mentioned improvements regarding the
software artifacts of testing and documentation. While
the end goal of improving their traceability practices
was consistent during the phase three interviews, the
interviewees had more ideas about improvements to the
individual software artifacts. Improvement suggestions
like a higher level of automation to tests, higher
visibility and interaction with documentation and a
stronger requirement structure were all mentioned.
The area in the highest need of improvement was
the existing code structure, which would require
significant resources to improve since the system core
is not accessible to the team. When asked about the
possibility of the introduction of traceability tools
within their process, the interviewees gave very mixed
responses. However, all interviewees agreed that the
introduction of traceability tools would be a positive
addition if the required effort and resources necessary
to the implementation were manageable.

In this third phase of the interviews which was fo-
cused on improvement suggestions, there were two
themes with a high number of appearances. These
were Improvements-Testing(I-T) with 17 appearances
and Improvements-Documentation(I-D) with 13 appear-
ances. 29 different themes had zero appearances during
phase three (see table VII, VIII, IX). The final obser-
vational data ended with no notes in the Traceability
category due to the lack of discussion of the topic during
the stand-up meetings. Other categories like Group and
Process ended with a large number of notes.

During the third phase it was decided to ask the interviewees
to score different areas of improvement using a scale of
one to five. The score would indicate the importance and
feasibility of improvements within that specific area where
the score one would be the lowest and five the highest. These
areas were all presented to the interviewees based on the data
that was collected during the second phase. All of the team

members participating in the interview scored the following
areas: Traceability tool support(which got a mean score of
3), Process(which got a mean score of 3), Testing(which got
a mean score of 3.25), System Structure(which got a mean
score of 4) and Formality of Requirements(which got a mean
score of 2.5). There were also emergent areas when asked if
there were more areas that participants see improvements on,
however since these areas were not scored by all interviewees
the mean score of these areas were omitted.

V. DISCUSSION

In the following section each Research Question will be
addressed by presenting ideas drawn from the data presented
in the Results section and our own interpretation.

1) RQ1: Since the results of interview phase one showed
a lack of knowledge about the topic of traceability and
the observational data backed this up, the interview
questions and themes had to be slightly altered to allow
the interviewees to fully grasp the topic. Because of
these alterations, many themes were centered around
individual software artefacts, which resulted in a big
portion of the data being slightly unrelated to our
research domain. However, this data was useful in
getting an overarching picture of the status quo and
pinpointing the current traceability practices. From
the data collected from the team, their traceability
practices were confirmed to consist of testing, manual
troubleshooting and the use of their Kanban-board.
While these are still methods to conduct traceability,
the lack of structure and established trace links
indicated that phase two would provide more data
than anticipated. Overall, even with a lack of current
NFR traceability practices, the team still managed to
provide satisfactory data to answer the research question.

2) RQ2: With the information collected from the phase
two interviews, certain areas related to the pain points
could be created. The main reoccurring problem areas
got split into the categories of process, documentation,
testing, requirements, code structure, and general
traceability. All these areas contain problems related to
the singular software artefact and/or the artefact as a
trace link for conducting traceability of NFRs.

These problem areas showcased the biggest problems
that the team was currently experiencing. As expected,
most issues were centered around singular software
artefacts. While discussing these areas more closely
during the interviews, these problems showed to be
directly related to traceability of NFRs.

A solid picture of the current pain points was achieved,
which delivers a satisfactory answer to the second



TABLE IV
PHASE 2 CODEBOOK I

Target RQ Theme Code Frequency Description Example Quote

RQ2 Problems/Pain Points PP - This theme is the top level theme for the
general expressions of hardships / issues
within the system as a whole.

RQ2 General PP-G 1 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
problems / pain points in a general level.

The hourly tends to use the branch
where the latest commit is so in the-
ory we might get it there sometimes
but we don’t know what branch it is,
it’s not obvious.

RQ2 Quality Attributes PP-QA 5 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues related to quality attributes.

And we rely on them in that sense.
It’s not nice when the customer has
issues with performance or availabil-
ity for instance, then we understand
that they are in a mess and that is not
nice.

RQ2 Maintainability PP-QA-M 2 This sub-sub-theme covers the expressions
of issues related to maintainability as a
quality attribute.

But it’s currently not maintainable.
I mean, we don’t have a, we don’t
have a process of doing it and not a
good way of making it searchable.

RQ2 Availability PP-QA-A 3 This sub-sub-theme covers the expressions
of issues related to availability as a quality
attribute.

[...] it still needs some kind of inves-
tigation or we have network errors
like the message server is slow or
down and we don’t have any insight
so a lot of things around that are
affected. And we have bugs in our
own code so that shows up. So that’s
a lot of things that put the availability
at risk.

RQ2 Performance PP-QA-P 5 This sub-sub-theme covers the expressions
of issues related to performance as a quality
attribute.

If we get performance issues then
they tend to be quite tricky to solve
because we don’t have full control
over the whole system.

RQ2 Usability PP-QA-U 1 This sub-sub-theme covers the expressions
of issues related to usability as a quality
attribute.

Usability, I mean, it’s an old tool, and
we don’t, we can move some menu
entries, basically. Not much more.

RQ2 Security PP-QA-S 1 This sub-sub-theme covers the expressions
of issues related to security as a quality
attribute.

So there’s a lot of old things. And
it’s not written for security, almost
anything, of the central parts [...]

RQ2 Insufficient Tests PP-IT 3 This sub-theme of Pain Points relates to
the topic of testing, with a focus on the
insufficiency of tests as a trace link.

Of course, it’s like, sometimes we
have to look through which changes
may have caused this. But I I don’t
think that’s the big issue. The big
issue is, we don’t have enough good
test cases

RQ2 Regression PP-R 2 This sub-theme covers the expressions relat-
ing to measuring of regression, or conscious
effort at disabling regression.

In the beginning we had found some
very bad written code that made it
extremely slow so that we could fix
that but now it’s very hard for us to
do that. And it’s very hard for us to
get some kind of comparable base
level value overtime.

RQ2 Code to code traceability PP-CCT 6 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to traceability in the source
code level, from a source code artifact to
another or vice-versa.

I mean in the application sense it’s
one big application that does a lot
of things with a lot of different lan-
guages and everything, meaning that
everything affects everything. So it’s
very hard to trace anything, very hard
to simplify anything and it’s very
hard to do anything about it. The
core isn’t ours so that doesn’t help
either.

RQ2 Existing Code Structure PP-ECS 12 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to the existing structure of
the system, and how the complexity of the
system creates problems within the domain
of traceability of NFRs.

Yes. I think one problem is that we
maintain a solution that someone else
has made for us, so we don’t have
full ownership of the code. And a big
part of it is a black box. That’s what
we have to live with.

The codes that have a ’-’ symbol mean that each ’-’ represents a branch of the previous code.



TABLE V
PHASE 2 CODEBOOK II

Target RQ Theme Code Frequency Description Example Quote

RQ2 Development Process PP-DP 3 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to daily way of working and
development within the system.

A lot of it is also waiting for new
product updates so a lot of issues
are waiting so we need to do the
update and check them again so it’s
not perfect.

RQ2 Informality PP-DP-I 7 This sub-sub-theme covers the expressions
of issues sourced to the informality of the
way of working within the development
process in general.

Even though its not explicitly stated.
Its very noticeable when its messed
up.

RQ2 NFR Traceability PP-NFRT 1 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to the traceability on the
requirements level, specifically the non-
functional requirements.

I’m leaning towards not there, not
thinking so much about it. Because
all issues we get seem to be about
functionality “create this report, in-
terface to this new system” also in
the service desk, “this is not work-
ing.”. You can see the behaviour
it’s rarely about anything leaning to-
wards non functional requirements at
least.

RQ2 Customer Feedback PP-CF 1 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to the feedback loop between
the development and customer comments on
the updates / improvements.

I guess that depends but unfortu-
nately it is the customer that finds
the problems because we don’t know
their system as well as they do and
we don’t look as much as they do.

RQ2 Service Desk PP-CF-SD 1 This sub-sub-theme covers the expressions
of issues relating to the feedback loop spe-
cific to the customer desk segment of the
process where the customer issues are han-
dled.

[...] some things are slow and some-
times we have to either improve it or
make them understand why it’s slow.

RQ2 Motivation PP-M 4 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to personal comments from
participants where motivation was the driver
of the said issues.

I feel some people tend not to take
the tasks from the board as much as
they could.

RQ2 Locating Errors PP-LE 6 This sub-theme covers the expressions of is-
sues relating to searching and finding pieces
of code in the source code to see where
a specific error is sourced to within the
system.

It’s a slow system and it’s big and
quite monolithic and we don’t have
the hosting so we have not so much
influence over it and the code is hard
to pinpoint where it’s slow.

RQ1 Traceability T - This theme is the top level theme for ex-
pressions of different types and links of
traceability within Company X’s process
and software system.

RQ1 General T-G 1 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
traceability in a general sense without a
specific trace link.

[...] between the documentation and
the code documentation and the
tests and the documentation and the
changes, and the documentation and
the process.

RQ1 Code to tests T-CT 1 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
traceability on two different abstraction lev-
els, from source code to the test cases or
vice-versa.

The source code and test cases. . .
connected in some sense of course.
Usually we put test cases in a folder
named after the Jira issue so that the
test cases should test the functional-
ity in that Jira issue.

RQ1 In DevOps T-ID 8 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
traceability within the process level, namely
DevOps which is the case at hand.

We always discuss it if it is likely
to affect something important, but
not in any official sense, its very
informal. Every issue is tagged with
systems that are affected or involved
so in some sense it gives an idea of
what the change affects.

RQ1 Tooling T-T 4 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
traceability methods that are achieved by
tooling i.e. using software to help with
traceability.

It’s so most of the behave test or
all of them, I think they kind of
come from a specific issue where
a can acceptance automated accep-
tance test has been written as part of
the development process. So in that
sense, it’s directly connected.

The codes that have a ’-’ symbol mean that each ’-’ represents a branch of the previous code.



TABLE VI
PHASE 2 CODEBOOK III

Target RQ Theme Code Frequency Description Example Quote

RQ1 Requirement to requirement T-RR 4 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
traceability in the level of requirement spec-
ification, and the ability of being able to
link different requirements on specific sets
of rules.

I make sure to put comments or
change descriptions in here to make
it searchable in a in a better fashion.
So we I think we are kind of good
at figuring out if this issue has been
seen before.

RQ1 Process P - This theme is the top level theme for ex-
pressions relating to the process at Company
X, namely DevOps practices and culture
specific to Company X.

RQ1 General P-G 8 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
the DevOps process specific to Company X

Yeah we rotate, in this excel sheet it’s
clearly stated who should be in the
sprint and who should be in support.

RQ1 Service Desk (Ops) P-SD 2 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
the Ops end of the DevOps spectrum and
the way of working on that area specific to
Company X.

Before the pandemic I used to do
24/7 technical support as well, as
some people do in the project.

RQ1 Customer Feedback P-CF 1 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
the way that the customer feedback is han-
dled specific to Company X

If it is very important and urgent they
need to call to make sure that we are
aware of it.

RQ1 Change Request (Dev) P-CR 1 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
the Dev end of the DevOps spectrum and
the way of working on that area specific to
Company X.

Normally we don’t ask people, we
just pick this task from the Jira
board, we organise it from top to
bottom, we have this priority, this is
the change request.

RQ1 Testing P-T 2 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
the effort made on testing within Company
X’s process.

So we at least try to write some
test cases for things that are very
important and a lot of things affect
so we make sure that it works, like
the briefing time or rest time between
flights. Quite basic things that are
very important and there’s a lot of
things that affect them.

RQ1 Quality Attributes QA - This theme is the top level theme for
the general expressions covering quality at-
tributes.

RQ1 Availability QA-A 1 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
availability as a quality attribute.

We have a requirement that it should
work basically all the time.

RQ3 Improvement Suggestion IS 5 This theme covers the expressions con-
sciously made by participants where they
express a suggestion for an improvement
within the system at any level.

Well yeah now we’re mostly talking
about more Ops side of things but
that would mostly be in the Dev side
of DevOps I would say. Yeah, that
would be useful, we have made some
scripting effort in that area as well...

RQ1 Experience E 8 This theme covers the expressions of senior-
ity and its effects at any given level in the
system and process.

But take that with a grain of salt,
because I’m the one that’s been in
this product the longest. I don’t have
that new hire perspective.

RQ1 System Specification SS 11 This theme covers the expressions made to
define the software system.

So basically all of the business rules
and much of the development we do
is done in a domain specific lan-
guage called Rave, which basically
implements different calculations on
schedules and times for crew.

RQ1 Non-Functional Requirements NFR 5 This theme covers the expressions that
specifically differentiate non-functional re-
quirements.

Yeah I would say that they are usu-
ally specified in the same Jira issue.
Or possibly if they realise afterwards
if it’s too slow they will write a
new issue and refer to the old one
themselves.

The codes that have a ’-’ symbol mean that each ’-’ represents a branch of the previous code.



TABLE VII
PHASE 3 CODEBOOK I

Target RQ Theme Code Frequency Description Example Quote

RQ2 Problems/Pain Points PP - This theme is the top level theme for the
general expressions of hardships / issues
within the system as a whole.

RQ2 General PP-G 1 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
problems / pain points in a general level.

The hourly tends to use the branch
where the latest commit is so in the-
ory we might get it there sometimes
but we don’t know what branch it is,
it’s not obvious.

RQ2 Maintainability PP-QA-M 1 This sub-sub-theme covers the expressions
of issues related to maintainability as a
quality attribute.

But it’s currently not maintainable.
I mean, we don’t have a, we don’t
have a process of doing it and not a
good way of making it searchable.

RQ2 Performance PP-QA-P 1 This sub-sub-theme covers the expressions
of issues related to performance as a quality
attribute.

If we get performance issues then
they tend to be quite tricky to solve
because we don’t have full control
over the whole system.

RQ2 Insufficient Tests PP-IT 2 This sub-theme of Pain Points relates to
the topic of testing, with a focus on the
insufficiency of tests as a trace link.

Of course, it’s like, sometimes we
have to look through which changes
may have caused this. But I I don’t
think that’s the big issue. The big
issue is, we don’t have enough good
test cases

RQ2 Code to code traceability PP-CCT 1 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to traceability in the source
code level, from a source code artifact to
another or vice-versa.

I mean in the application sense it’s
one big application that does a lot
of things with a lot of different lan-
guages and everything, meaning that
everything affects everything. So it’s
very hard to trace anything, very hard
to simplify anything and it’s very
hard to do anything about it. The
core isn’t ours so that doesn’t help
either.

RQ2 Existing Code Structure PP-ECS 3 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to the existing structure of
the system, and how the complexity of the
system creates problems within the domain
of traceability of NFRs.

Yes. I think one problem is that we
maintain a solution that someone else
has made for us, so we don’t have
full ownership of the code. And a big
part of it is a black box. That’s what
we have to live with.

RQ2 Development Process PP-DP 2 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to daily way of working and
development within the system.

A lot of it is also waiting for new
product updates so a lot of issues
are waiting so we need to do the
update and check them again so it’s
not perfect.

RQ2 Organizational PP-O 2 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
issues relating to the management and com-
pany level issues / human aspect.

We don’t have that much time to, we
don’t have that much time and not
even that much money to do so.

RQ1 Traceability T - This theme is the top level theme for ex-
pressions of different types and links of
traceability within Company X’s process
and software system.

-

RQ1 General T-G 2 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
traceability in a general sense without a
specific trace link.

[...] between the documentation and
the code documentation and the
tests and the documentation and the
changes, and the documentation and
the process.

RQ1 Process P - This theme is the top level theme for ex-
pressions relating to the process at Company
X, namely DevOps practices and culture
specific to Company X.

RQ1 General P-G 7 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
the DevOps process specific to Company X

Yeah we rotate, in this excel sheet it’s
clearly stated who should be in the
sprint and who should be in support.

The codes that have a ’-’ symbol mean that each ’-’ represents a branch of the previous code.



TABLE VIII
PHASE 3 CODEBOOK II

Target RQ Theme Code Frequency Description Example Quote

RQ1 Quality Attributes QA - This theme is the top level theme for
the general expressions covering quality at-
tributes.

RQ1 Maintainability QA-M 1 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
maintainability as a quality attribute.

And a lot of tests is bad for maintain-
ability. So it’s, it’s a compromise.

RQ1 Performance QA-P 4 This sub-theme covers the expressions of
performance as a quality attribute.

So we do have some performance is-
sues that actually affects the usability
of the system.

RQ3 Improvement Suggestion IS 4 This theme covers the expressions con-
sciously made by participants where they
express a suggestion for an improvement
within the system at any level.

Well yeah now we’re mostly talking
about more Ops side of things but
that would mostly be in the Dev side
of DevOps I would say. Yeah, that
would be useful, we have made some
scripting effort in that area as well...

RQ1 Experience E 1 This theme covers the expressions of senior-
ity and its effects at any given level in the
system and process.

But take that with a grain of salt,
because I’m the one that’s been in
this product the longest. I don’t have
that new hire perspective.

RQ1 Non-Functional Requirements NFR 1 This theme covers the expressions that
specifically differentiate non-functional re-
quirements.

Yeah I would say that they are usu-
ally specified in the same Jira issue.
Or possibly if they realise afterwards
if it’s too slow they will write a
new issue and refer to the old one
themselves.

The codes that have a ’-’ symbol mean that each ’-’ represents a branch of the previous code.

research question.

3) RQ3: Using the pain point areas from the second
interview phase, the third interview phase questions
were created. The different pain point areas discovered
in the second phase were the centerpiece of these
questions, and any improvement suggested by the
interviewees were categorised accordingly. There was
a considerable spread of focus in the third phase
interviews, where each interviewee leaned slightly
towards different pain point areas to improve. Of
course, all areas were discussed with all subjects,
however some interviewees tended to find certain areas
more important. This could possibly be because of
the different roles within the team. Even though the
team conducted DevOps practices, other individual
factors (e.g experience, comfort) were deciding how
the operations of the team were conducted.

After collecting improvement suggestions from
the interviewees in the third interview phase (e.g
improving automation of tests to increase code-to-code
traceability), efforts were made by the researchers to
conceptualise these improvement suggestions. This
mostly included the use of certain tools to increase
automation, establish trace links and underline the
importance of the relevant quality attributes. Taking all
the suggested improvements that were collected during
the third phase of interviews into consideration,
traceability, testing, requirements, process and
documentation were the only pain point categories

that could result in feasible solution suggestions. This
was due to the remaining categories covering problems
that would need an excessive amount of resources to
improve (e.g more personnel, complete overhaul of the
structure of the system).

The different solutions that were suggested to Company
X in relation to their pain points and phase three
improvement suggestions were the following:

a) Process: Taking inspiration of a suggestion origi-
nated from an interviewee during the third phase of
interviews, a suggestion of an additional meeting to
be introduced to the DevOps process. The purpose
of this meeting would be to inspect the software
artifacts that might be affected negatively by the
newly implemented changes. If any issues would
be discovered during this new meeting, the team
would have several days to solve said issue before
the pre-release meeting that takes place right before
each release. To find the time to hold this new
meeting every sprint without losing valuable time,
a restructuring of the old estimation- and pre-
release meetings would be made to increase the
efficiency and open up time for this new meeting
to be implemented.

b) Documentation: Introduction of the tool What-
fix(or other tools of similar functionality) would
ease the team’s overall interaction with the doc-
umentation as well as increasing visibility. All
of this due to the application having an overlay
that would constantly be present on the screen



TABLE IX
PHASE 3 CODEBOOK III

Target RQ Theme Code Frequency Description Example Quote

RQ3 Improvements I - This theme is the top level theme for the
general expressions covering possible im-
provement points.

RQ3 Traceability tool support I-TTS 7 This sub-theme covers the expressions to-
wards possible improvements by introduc-
ing or increasing the traceability tools.

[...] the idea of introducing yet an-
other tool is perhaps not the best
idea, but I realized that it might be
necessary.

RQ3 Process I-P 3 This sub-theme covers the expressions to-
wards possible improvements in the DevOps
process at Company .

But also, you could also use to ac-
tually do changes to improve perfor-
mance, if you can, like not having to
spend hours to evaluate two different
approaches.

RQ3 Meetings I-P-M 6 This sub-sub-theme covers the expressions
towards possible improvements in the De-
vOps process by introducing more meetings
focusing on traceability at Company X.

I think it should be separate from
that, because that is quite close to
the release, and then we really need
to get going with the release. So if it
could be separated some other time
during the sprint would be a lot more
relaxed.

RQ3 Testing I-T 17 This sub-theme covers the expressions to-
wards possible improvements in the area of
testing.

So there’s I think there might be
things to do there from a test automa-
tion standpoint.

RQ3 System structure I-SS 4 This sub-theme covers the expressions to-
wards possible improvements on the source
code of the software system.

So changes in the code that actu-
ally affects the environment can def-
initely be done. And we have control
over a lot of it.

RQ3 Requirements I-R 4 This sub-theme covers the expressions to-
wards possible improvements in the require-
ments specification area.

So but yeah, definitely, if we’d have
better guidelines, better input, maybe
different fields to, for people to fill
in, it could be better.

RQ3 Formality I-R-F 2 This sub-sub-theme covers the expressions
towards possible improvements on the for-
mality of requirement specifications.

So I feel that it could be good to
describe the system in more detail.
especially in some areas, but it would
kind of require that the customer is
involved.

RQ3 Documentation I-D 13 This sub-theme covers the expressions to-
wards possible improvements on the overall
documentation used.

And there’s also the fact that we have
a wiki, which we use to document
things that can always be improved.

RQ3 Manpower I-M 4 This sub-theme covers the expressions about
increasing the manpower i.e. employing
more people.

But the manpower, it’s an easy solu-
tion. And I think it would help us to
I mean, we need it right now.

RQ3 Commitment I-C 7 This sub-theme covers the expressions to-
wards possible improvements that can be
achieved through more personal level com-
mitment.

think small steps is preferable, at
least to me. probably difficult to do
to larger things.

RQ3 Resources I-C-R 3 This sub-theme covers the expressions to-
wards possible improvements on resources
that would benefit achieving more personal
level commitment.

I’m not sure what we will be able to
accept. But I mean, we pay for Jira as
it is currently. So it’s not impossible.

The codes that have a ’-’ symbol mean that each ’-’ represents a branch of the previous code.

and allowing a pop-up window containing the
documentation to appear on top of the currently
open software. This suggestion was a response to
multiple interviewees expressing a desire for more
”in-your-face documentation”.

c) Testing: Due to several interviewees expressing a
need for higher automation of tests the suggested
solution was to introduce a testing tool(e.g Avo
Assure). This would automate their process and
make the time investment needed to expand the
test coverage shorter.

d) Requirements: In order to also suggest certain

traceability solutions, some requirement structure
would need to be established. Due to the teams’
heavy dependency on Jira, the suggested improve-
ment was to start using a native Jira add-on called
R4J. This tool would ease the communication with
the customer to properly form structured require-
ments together.

e) Traceability: Taking tool type [13], level of in-
tegration, integration context and automation into
consideration, a suggestion of four different trace-
ability tool options that would aid the team once
other suggested changes would have been imple-



mented was made. These tools being Reqtify, Ar-
teris Harmony Trace, Jama and Traceability Mar-
trix and Link Graph for Jira. This would increase
the traceability of quality attributes, mainly per-
formance, maintainability, availability, security and
reliability, which were the most prevalent attributes
in the previous phases of interviews. However,
since these tools require trace links to be made
between different software artifacts to function
properly, other improvements to the previous pain
point categories would have to be made before
inserting any of these traceability tools into the
process.

These were the suggested solutions presented to Com-
pany X, which results in a satisfactory answer to the
third research question.

To reiterate the significance of the observational data, as
been mentioned in phase one and two discussions above, they
were used as a way to check our results for the interviews
for comparison. They were treated as a control data set by
being incorporated into the interview takeaways. The results
of the observational data further strengthened the interview
data regarding the absence of structured traceability practices,
reoccurring performance issues and how the team conducted
their process which relate to RQ1 and RQ2.

The main takeaway from these results and interactions with
Company X is that even though there are no established ways
of conducting traceability practices with traceability tools or
process additions, there is still indirect traceability of non-
functional requirements being made. This can be made through
testing, issue tracking, during communication with a customer,
or by other means during the DevOps process. Tools exist to
make traceability management easier, and using these tools
can leave room for improvement in other areas.

As the work becomes more and more autonomous, the
introduction of tools becomes necessary to uphold software
quality [7]. Quality attributes, which defines the attributes and
quality of the system [1], are often the centerpiece of non-
functional requirements.

Threats to Validity

1) Construct Validity: Our course of action is heavily
restricted to the conclusions gathered from our interview
and to which extent we could conduct our collection of
observational data. This is because our partnered organization
might not give us the access we need to thoroughly gather
the required data. This means that the extent to which our
analyzed data corresponds to what we actually are looking for
(RQ1, RQ2, RQ3) would be affected by the said limitations.
To this end, Company X has been remarkably open with their
ways of working and their thoughts / ideas. This was also
accompanied by continuous help from all the participants and
non-participant members who helped this study on the way.
Company X gave us full transparency and access to their daily
stand-up meetings which make up all of our observational data.
Having said this, we do know that they hold a variety of other

kinds of meetings such as sprint plannings, retrospectives and
reports, along with release meetings and more. This means that
there are parts of the team that we didn’t have the chance to
have access to, resulting in unwillingly omitting possible data
collection for our observations. Had we participated in all the
meetings, this would give us more data to work with for the
observations, and also could have affected the way of working
for our process of creating interview questions for each phase.
In conclusion, study was worked with what it was given,
and arguably there is more potential data to gain with more
research time / access, meaning that a more accurate method
triangulation was possible, which is a potential limitation to
this study.

2) Transferability: In the time that we are allocated for
the study, we were able to only work with a single team
of a single company, and this is a weakness of our study
design. If we had the opportunity to look into more than
one case with a multi-case study design, the data that we
may collect could be more generalised. Our conclusions are
accurate to the extent where our limitations start disabling us
from arguing for certain additional conclusions because this
study can be the most accurate for the specific setting that we
conducted our study. This means that even though we can get
as accurate as possible for this specific case, in other instances
our conclusions may vary greatly. This means that by the very
design of our methodology, the generalization is limited.

3) Credibility: Since our methodology use thematic analy-
sis for data analysis method, this allows for a range of biases.
From the moment that we started creating the interview ques-
tions, up until drawing conclusions from interview themes,
there is a possibility of this process getting contaminated
by personal interpretations from researchers. As for data
analysis, since our methodology is qualitative in nature, human
aspect comes into play very strongly, making our credibility
considerably lower when it comes to the truth value of our
findings. For this concern of contamination, we aimed for our
interview questions to be pre-tested and reviewed by our study
supervisor who is adequately knowledgeable in the area. In
addition, the possible biases will be in the upcoming sections
to be as transparent as possible so that the audience of this
study can judge the credibility as per their own interpretation
and opinions. However to this end, we hope for our data
triangulation to be a helper factor in validating the data
collection methods, for example by seeing how in-line the
interview data and observation data is.

4) Dependability: Dependability is a weakness of our
methodology design because we observe only one case without
the consideration of external variables which would manip-
ulate the environment as if it was an experimental study
setting. This means that while our results can be considered
dependable to the case at hand, the generalizability of our
study will be quite low as mentioned, meaning the repeatability
of our study will be in question. To get a better insight on
this issue and to measure the dependability of this area with
this case, more studies with similar cases will have to be
made. This however is not in the scope if this specific study



meaning that this study in isolation will be dependable for the
case at hand only. To this end, it may be possible to some
extent to repeat the study with the same context, but with
slightly different questions to get data in the same area may be
possible. To summarise, dependability of the study in its own
context / case can be considered relatively average, however
as mentioned with transferability, applying the methodology
to other cases may not result in the same conclusions.

5) Confirmability: The thematic analysis technique is vul-
nerable to biases and influences by the researchers, making
confirmability a weakness of our data analysis and method-
ology by default. To this end, we aimed to stay clear of any
biases or influences, but a peer-review on this matter is one of
the things that can more accurately confirm the confirmability
of our study. However, the possibility of this peer review
would be dependant on whether or not we could find other
individual(s) who are knowledgeable in this or a similar topic.
If we can successfully contact with such individual(s), then
asking for their review on our paper is an appropriate action
to take. To this end, until the time that this paper is confirmed
by other fellow researchers, it is difficult for us to judge our
own confirmability since this is about biases and we may not
all the time know whether we are being biased or not even
while thinking about our own confirmability.

6) Descriptive validity: The way which the data was col-
lected differed for observations and interviews. When it comes
to interviews, all the interviews were voice recorded by the
permission of the participants, and the transcribed texts from
the voice recordings were proof read. Observations on the
other hand solely depend on what we could take as a note
during the stand-up meetings which are not well guidelines,
and may vary from day to day, which is a significant limitation
to the triangulation. Further, we could not voice / camera
record the meetings we had with the team, nor can we publish
the possible data residing in the emails transacted throughout
the study. These happened previous to and during the data
collection which gave us more insight to the way team works
and put the case in context for us. All this tacit knowledge that
us the researchers gathered is not possible to report, which
especially matters for our interview questions for phase 1
(answering RQ1) and phase 2 (answering RQ2).

7) Interpretation validity: This section focuses mainly on
the personal interpretations of the participants in contrast to
a general level of result interpretation by the researchers.
The design of our interviews were semi-open ended which
means that the questions allowed for heavy interpretation from
participants, which in result gave answers that depended on
their own interpretation. To this end, data collection part was
kept away from the interpretation of the interviewers, not
considering the process of creating the questions. However the
thematic analysis method used to analyze the interview data
was done by researchers. At that point, as little interpretation
as possible was introduced, and by the process described in the
research methodology section, we tried to achieve high inter-
rater reliability. Since the codings were done in isolation, then
in a coding workshop where the code book was finalised, and

after this another round of this process was done to achieve
high inter-rater reliability. Although the observational data is
still about interpretation, this is from the perspective of the
researchers which will be explored in the next sub-section.

8) Researcher bias: This final paper had several versions
that preceded it as proposals made to the faculty, and to our
supervisor which included a section for possible biases and
how we would try to avoid these. These are mentioned in
the previous sections to some extent, however all stages of
this study was conducted while keeping possible biases in
mind. As example, anchoring bias was a major aspect that
we kept in mind in order to not get anchored on the answers
of one specific interviewee and interpret other answers from
other interviewees based on the anchor we have on the first
interviewee. Another one worth mentioning is confirmation
bias which was also kept as low as possible by waiting for
participants to answer our questions and letting them take
their time so as to ask the appropriate follow up questions
that wouldn’t derail the conversation into a direction led by
the researchers. Again, to this end, other researchers could
possibly do a better job than us in detecting other possible
biases. When it comes to observations however, the data
was based on the interpretation of the researchers since the
data was collected by listening and interpreting what the
participants are trying to communicate. For this, we introduced
a ”Observer Comments” section to the observations structure
to make sure that we are as transparent as possible with the
reader on what basis the data for observation were collected.

9) Theory validity: As mentioned before, our area of study
is an area that is still waiting for more research and ex-
ploration. For this reason, we as researchers could not have
possible theories in mind before starting this study as it is
unique to this setting. Especially with a case study design as
mentioned. However, the related work section talks about the
areas surrounding our topic which make up our research gap,
and these might have played a role into us forming our own
ideas. As for mitigating this, no explicit effort was made.

10) Reactivity: This is a limitation that was not possible
to mitigate as we as observers and as interviewers had to be
present at the environment while the data was being collected.
We were made sure by the participants that our presence
wouldn’t affect their ideas or the extent to which they were
open to speaking their mind, we cannot possibly know the
effects of our presence, which is a limitation for our data
collections.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this research study we have established three research
questions and partnered up with a company to find answers.
Using the methodology of an exploratory case study with
method triangulation including interviews and observations,
we managed to interview a team of five developers working
within a DevOps environment to investigate the current status
quo, the pain points, and possible solutions to these pain
points. We collected enough data to successfully find possible



solutions to each of the problems that came up during the
interviews and presented these to Company X.

Future Work

We believe that a continuation as further/future study to
this research is only natural, as this study ends by suggesting
improvements with no particular focus on that end solely (i.e.
suggestion part is only one RQ out of three). This opens up
a wide variety of possible extensions based on this study,
most obvious one being a study examining the effects of the
changes that we suggested perhaps by an Action Research
methodology. Another possibility is to focus more on the
software artifacts rather than on a full traceability level in
order to improve the categories that were presented in this
study (Process, Documentation, Testing, Requirements). Doing
a similar study with a similar design with different cases is also
another way to move forward with this study. Additionally,
as Company X did not apply continuous integration within
their DevOps process, we would like to see how the results
of a similar study would look like where more automation
and traceability practices were already adapted. It is worth
noting that the absence of CI or other DevOps practices are
not negatively critiqued by the paper, but it is merely expected
as all DevOps cultures should be tailored specifically for the
specific project and team [14]. We would like to think for
this study to be used as a stepping stone into exploring the
research gap stated even further. As been discussed, there is
value to be gained by establishing proper NFR traceability,
and starting at a more granular level, or testing the effects of
suggested solutions are both plausible ways of going forward
with this study in the future.
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VIII. APPENDICES

A. Appendix A -List of Interview Questions per Phase

Please note that all the interview questions were started by
asking for permission to record, and a rundown of ethical
concerns that the participants should be aware of during
the interviews. All the participants are anonymous and their
personal information are not saved anywhere.

1) Phase 1 Interview Questions:

1) Could you please describe your current role within the
team?

2) A quick rundown of non-functional requirements to
participants

3) Out of these examples (NFRs), do you recognize work-
ing with any of them?
Possible follow-up questions:

• If so, in what way?
• How do you document requirements in your

project?
• What about functional requirements?

4) Please describe the workflow of your current DevOps
team. How are the work tasks split within the team?



5) If you make any changes in one software artifact, how
does that impact other artifacts that are related?
Possible follow-up questions:

• What kind of tools are used to do so to keep track?
• How is this impacted by your current DevOps

environment?
6) A quick rundown of traceability and related terminol-

ogy to participants
7) Are you currently using any traceability management

practices in your project?
8) What are the current methods that are used in your

project for conducting traceability management of non-
functional requirements specifically?

9) In regard to what we have just discussed about trace-
ability, non-functional requirements, and the traceability
of non-functional requirements, how does the DevOps
environment impact your work?

2) Phase 2 Interview Questions:
1) A quick recap of discussions from phase 1 interviews

to participants
2) How do you feel about these traceability methods? Are

they sufficient?
3) Do you realise any apparent problems related to how you

handle your quality attributes (availability, performance,
usability, security, maintainability)?

4) How do you feel about the lack of traceability of these
non-functional requirements (aforementioned quality at-
tributes)? How is it impacting your work? How do you
think your work would change if more traceability was
introduced into the process?

5) Is the informal nature of your quality attributes and
requirements (functional or non-functional) an issue for
you?
Possible follow-up questions:

• Are the requirements from the customer clear
enough

• What would you think about having more implicit
requirements (mostly non functional, relate it to
quality attributes)?

6) Do you think that the connection between your source
code and test cases are clear enough? Are they justified?
Possible follow-up questions:

• How do you think that the service desk (Ops) would
be affected by this?

7) Do you think that the connection between your non-
functional requirements (quality attributes)and source
code are clear enough? Are they justified?
Possible follow-up questions:

• How do you think that the change requests (Dev)
would be affected by this?

3) Phase 3 Interview Questions:
1) Regarding traceability, would you be open to any

changes to your current way of working?
Possible follow-up questions:

• To which extent? Of which magnitude?
• How much time and effort would you be willing to

sacrifice to introduce long-term improvements?
2) Regarding the traceability, and traceability of NFRs in

particular, which improvement to your current process
or tool arsenal would you be open to?
Mention the following areas of improvements and get
their ideas:

• Traceability tool support
• Process Improvement
• Testing
• System Structural Changes
• Formality of Requirements

3) Could you please rank the mentioned areas from one to
five for importance, one being least and five being most
important?

4) What other areas would you add to the mentioned list
of areas?

B. Appendix B -Raw Observational Data From Daily Stand-
up Meetings



TABLE X
RAW DATA FOR DAILY STAND-UP MEETINGS I (21/04/2022)

Observation Categories Observation Notes

Problems/problem solving -
Group Questions are asked when in doubt.
Technology Using Jira for sprint board.
Process Started with general system check to see that everything is functional. Then looked at the workload and made sure everyone

is up to the task. Rearranged the tasks so that they are maintained and are done correctly. Checked individually for issues
and checked how the tasks are going. The flow of tasks are discussed

Traceability -
Observer comments Meeting took about 10 minutes, there is room for more content if needed.

TABLE XI
RAW DATA FOR DAILY STAND-UP MEETINGS II (28/04/2022)

Observation Categories Observation Notes

Problems/problem solving Tried to resolve or look for ways to resolve current problems/misunderstandings.
Group Made sure that everyone is up to the task and capable. Service desk (Ops) needed help and participant said they would

help, they would normally work on change request (Dev).
Technology Using Jira for sprint board.
Process Talked about the issues. Started with the service desk. Participants took tasks from there. Prioritised issues on the Jira

board and took tasks according to the prioritisation discussed.
Traceability -
Observer comments -

TABLE XII
RAW DATA FOR DAILY STAND-UP MEETINGS III (05/05/2022)

Observation Categories Observation Notes

Problems/problem solving Discussed technical information with studios being heavy, needing ram.
Group Made sure if everyone is up to the task, some participants asked for help on certain issues.
Technology Looked at Grafana for dashboard and Jira for sprint board.
Process Evaluated issues and who they should belong.
Traceability -
Observer comments They don’t prioritise issues that are not their responsibility.

TABLE XIII
RAW DATA FOR DAILY STAND-UP MEETINGS IV (10/05/2022)

Observation Categories Observation Notes

Problems/problem solving Discussed memory issues.
Group Asked everyone about their tasks and made sure everyone is up to the task.
Technology Looked at Grafana for dashboard and Jira for sprint board.
Process Talked about the issues. Talked about the sprint retrospective and sprint planning.
Traceability -
Observer comments -

TABLE XIV
RAW DATA FOR DAILY STAND-UP MEETINGS V (12/05/2022)

Observation Categories Observation Notes

Problems/problem solving Talked about their ping, ”It isn’t working as supposed to” was a comment made during. Talked about memory problems
and explained why they are happening.

Group -
Technology Looked at Grafana for dashboard and Jira for sprint board.
Process Talked about the issues. Talked about the sprint retrospective and sprint planning.
Traceability -
Observer comments Meeting ended earlier compared to the other times.


